Idaho Partnerships Conference
on Human Services is the largest
regional conference focusing on providing
quality training to human service professionals,
parents, self advocates and community
members who serve and support people
with disabilities and their families.

Dozens of sessions offered!
•
•
•
•

Autism
Development of Creative Therapy Skills
Improved Techniques in Behavioral Health
Improved Employment for Individuals
with Disabilities

•
•
•
•

Professional Growth
Greater Understanding of Disabilities
Better Managed Care Relationships
Improved Health and Wellness

2015 Idaho Partnerships Conference
on Human Services offers innovative
and inspiring ideas and techniques
This year’s conference theme, Ignite, Inspire, Innovate and Pass it On
was selected to express the passion, energy, creativity and innovative spirit
inside each of us, and the need to pass it along to others to keep the energy alive.
This year’s program reflects this spirit in the dynamic and innovative speakers
who will be presenting on October 8th and October 9th. We hope you will join
us! Conference details and registration available online at www.idahopchs.com.

ABOUT THE IDAHO PARTNERSHIPS CONFERENCE
Community Partnerships of Idaho began holding an annual conference in 1997.
As the need for more extensive training grew, agencies, organizations and advocacy groups from all over the northwest partnered with Community Partnerships
of Idaho to bring top-level national speakers to the region each year.
Renamed “The Idaho Partnerships Conference on Human Services,” this coalition
continues to serve the needs of people with disabilities and their families.
The Idaho Partnerships Conference on Human Services is coordinated by
Community Partnerships of Idaho, Inc. Celebrating its 20th Anniversary this year,
Community Partnerships of Idaho is a multi-service agency providing supports
for children and adults of all ages. Whether finding a job, building relationships,
accessing the community, or learning to become more independent, we are
dedicated to helping our clients be successful and achieve their goals.
For more information on Community Partnerships of Idaho, visit www.mycpid.
com, or contact Conference Coordinator Bibiana Nertney at bibiana.nertney@
mycpid.com or (208) 376-4999.

OCTOBER 8 & 9, 2015
THE RIVERSIDE HOTEL
BOISE, IDAHO
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Kim Stanger, J.D.
Dr. Tyra Sellers Ph.D., J.D.
Bret Vaks MBA & Dr. Samantha Herrick,
Ph.D., CRC, NCC
Ken Perry, LCSW
Audrey Hoffmann

HIPAA Privacy and Security for Healthcare Professionals
Naturalistic Environmental Teaching and Pivotal Response Training
Positive Behavioral Supports and People with Co-Occuring Mental Illness
and Developmental Disability
Vulnerable Clients: Ethics
Making Modifications in the Moment

Kim Kane
Melissa Starry, J.D.

Positive Behavioral Supports for Employment Specialists
Suicide Prevention and Intervention (part 1 of 2)
Understanding the Legal System and HIPAA for Healthcare Workers

Dr. Tyra Sellers Ph.D., J.D.
Amanda Boardnax
Samantha Herrick, PhD, CRC, NCC
Kim Kane
Kathie Snow

Evidence Based Training and Supervision for Professional Staff
7 Seconds to Make a Positive First Impression
Autism Spectrum Disorder: The Professionals' Tool Kit
Suicide Prevention and Intervention (part 2 of 2)
Creating Synergy with Style Substance and Words

BREAK

Amanda Boardnax
Bret Vaks MBA

Ignite Your Leadership

Dr. Tyra Sellers Ph.D., J.D.

Treatment Selection and Intervention Planning

Lunch

David Hingsburger

Robert Marino, M.S., NCSP, ABSNP

David Hingsburger

Speaker

Approaches to People with Disabilities

ALL DAY WORKSHOP: "If You Do That One More Time" - Behavioral

ALL DAY WORKSHOP: Oppositional, Defiant Adolescents & Children

BREAK

Welcome & Opening Keynote: Making Tomorrow

Conference Registration / Check In

Session Title

THURSDAY OCTOBER 8, 2015

See Session Descriptions and Speaker bios online at: www.idahopchs.com/schedule (click on session title for speaker bio and description)

Speaker presentations and handouts will be available by October 6: http://www.idahopchs.com/conference-handouts-2015
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October 8 - 9, 2015

Speaker

Kris Kennedy, M.A., C.R.C.
Jana Kemp
David Hingsburger
Kathie Snow
Ken Perry, LCSW
Dennis Morrow, M.A. Ed., MBA

Employment Outcomes Fundamentals (Part 1 of 2)
Reclaim the Day - Time Management
The Ethics of Touch
Creative Collaboration
Self Reflective Practice: Clinical Ethics
Building a Real Team

Kris Kennedy, M.A., C.R.C.
James Piotrowski, J.D.
David Hingsburger
Kathie Snow
Dennis Morrow, M.A.Ed., MBA

Customize the Job: "How to Create Jobs from Scratch" (Part 2 of 2)
The Role of Courts in Ensuring Care
Sexuality and People with Intellectual Disabilities
Creating Community with Natural Supports
Managing Staff Conflict
Transitioning and Integrating Evidence-Based Health Care in Idaho:
Presented by OPTUM

Dennis J. Woody, Ph.D.

Dr. Tyra Sellers, Ph.D., J.D.

Family Training (Part 2 of 2)

Commitment to Community Awards Luncheon

Dr. Tyra Sellers Ph.D., J.D.

Family Training (Part 1 of 2)

BREAK

Welcome & Opening Keynote: Poverty, Care Management and the Social
Determinants of Health: How to Provide Quality Care in Resource
Dr. Ted Epperly, FAAP, MD
Constrained Environments

Conference Registration / Check In

Session Title

FRIDAY OCTOBER 9TH, 2015

Session Descriptions
THURSDAY OCTOBER 8, 2015
THURS OCT 8

9:00 AM 10:30 AM

Welcome and Opening Keynote
“Making Tomorrow” PRESENTER: David Hingsburger

It is vital that we, who serve people, maintain our passion, our vision and our
commitment to the people we support and the work that we do. This session will
look at the realities of working in service to people with intellectual disabilities
and suggest ways that we can maintain a sense of purpose that comes with
working in human service. CEU CREDITS:1.5. INTENDED AUDIENCE: Everyone
THURS OCT. 8

10:45 AM - 4:30 PM
ALL DAY WORKSHOPS
Oppositional, Defiant Adolescents and Children “If You Do That One More Time”
PRESENTER:

Robert Marino, M.S., NCSP, ABSNP

With a focus on non-medication interventions for
disruptive and behaviorally difficult adolescents
and younger children, this training will empower
educators, therapists and specialists with
innovative ideas and solutions. This presentation
provides a combination of approaches for children
and adolescents with ODD, ADHD, Asperger’s,
anxiety, mood and disruptive disorders which provide
constant clinical and parenting challenges.

Behavioral Approaches to People with
Disabilities

PRESENTER:

CEU CREDITS: 3.75
INTENDED AUDIENCE: Educators, Therapists, Developmental
Specialists, Habilitative Interventionists, Habilitative Supports and
Parents

David Hingsburger

“Behavior communicates.” This session is aimed at
providing direct care providers with an understanding
of behaviors in context. Attendees will learn how to
better serve those in their care by maintaining an
objective stance and evaluating behavior as a means
of communication. This workshop will outline several
practical approaches that can lead to a reduction of
problem behavior overall.
CEU CREDITS: 3.75
INTENDED AUDIENCE: Direct Care Providers

THURS OCT. 8 | SESSION 1

Vulnerable Clients: Ethics
PRESENTER:

Ken Perry, LCSW

We will discuss issues
related to working with
vulnerable clientele as
they relate to working
with developmentally
disabled participants.

o Preparation for the relationship/
significance to client
o Over-identification with the client
o A plethora of boundary issues
o Self-supervision

CEU CREDITS: 1.25
INTENDED AUDIENCE: Therapy
Technicians, Developmental Specialists,
Habilitative Interventionists, Habilitative
Supports, Counselors, Social Workers,
Teachers

10:45 AM - 12:00 PM
Naturalistic Environmental
Teaching and Pivotal
Response Training
PRESENTER: Dr.

Tyra Sellers, PhD, J.D.

Pivotal Response Training (PRT) and
Naturalistic Environmental Teaching (NET)
are excellent, learned led instructional strategies that focus on teaching in natural,
meaningful context. This session introduces the components that make up these
teaching strategies and highlights considerations for incorporating one or both of
these methods into a client’s program.
CEU CREDITS: 1.25
INTENDED AUDIENCE: Habilitative
Interventionists, Habilitative Supports,
Individuals Working with Children

HIPAA Privacy and
Security for Healthcare Professionals
PRESENTER: Kim

Stanger, J.D.

HIPAA violations can lead to
mandatory penalties, adverse
publicity and lawsuits.This
session will provide an update
of HIPAA rules, offer practical
suggestions for complying with
the privacy and security rules,
and give you a road map for responding when violations occur.
CEU CREDITS: 1.25
INTENDED AUDIENCE: Administrators, Owners, Human Resources, HIPAA Compliance Officers
THURS OCT 8 | SESSION 1
continued next page

THURS OCT. 8 | SESSION 1

10:45 AM - 12:00 PM
CONTINUED

Positive Behavioral Supports and People with
Co-Occuring Mental Illness and Developmental
Disability

PRESENTERS: Bret Vaks MBA and Dr. Samantha Herrick,
Ph.D., CRC, WCC

People with co-occurring Mental Illness and Developmental
Disabilities (MI/DD) have complicated challenges due to the
compounding functional limitations and significant disabilities
inherent to concomitant diagnoses from two different diagnostic
categories. Positive Behavior Supports is a person-centered
approach that borrows principles from behaviorism to assist people
who exhibit “challenging behaviors”—that present a hindrance to
gainful employment and community inclusion. Participants in this
session will learn about the unique job support needs of people
with co-occurring MI/DD.
CEU CREDITS: 1.25
INTENDED AUDIENCE: Counselors, Psychiatrists, CBRS, Social
Workers, Employment Specialists

THURS OCT. 8

12:15 PM 1:30 PM

Making Modifications in the Moment
PRESENTER:

Audrey Hoffman

This training focuses on
identifying situations in which
moment-to-moment modifications might need to be made to
instructional strategies (delivery
of instructions, use of prompts
and error corrections, and use of praise and
reinforcement). Specifically, the training will cover
how to determine if a modification needs to be
made, how to determine what modification should
be made, and what to do for follow up.
CEU CREDITS: 1.25
INTENDED AUDIENCE: Habilitative Interventionists,
Habilitative Supports, Individuals working with
Children

LUNCH Visit with colleagues, catch up with old friends and make new friends.
Share what you’ve learned and how you will put it into practice!
THURS OCT. 8 | SESSION 2

1:45 PM - 3:00 PM
Positive Behavioral Supports
for Employment Specialists

Suicide Prevention and
Intervention

PRESENTER:

(Part 1 of 2)
PRESENTER: Kim

Bret Vaks, MBA

Many people we serve have
Autism Spectrum Disorder
(ASD). ASD is becoming the
most commonly reported
Intellectual Developmental
Disability nationally with a
recent diagnosis rate of 1:60.
People with ASD are often discouraged from
seeking employment due to challenging behaviors and or an inability to communicate.
Participants in this session will learn about
the highly effective and easy-to-apply intervention principles of PBSES and new and
inexpensive kinds of augmentative communication.
CEU CREDITS: 1.25
INTENDED AUDIENCE: Employment Specialists

Kane

This session will
familiarize participants
with suicide in Idaho,
examine myths and facts
about suicide, discuss how suicide
relates to those with disabilities and
present the latest research on the
“why” of suicide which includes a discussion of the suicidal mind.
This session will provide a vital foundation for part 2.

CEU CREDITS: 1.25
INTENDED AUDIENCE:
Counselors, Therapy Technicians, Developmental Specialists, Social Workers, Care
Management Staff

Understanding the Legal System and HIPAA
for Healthcare Workers
PRESENTER:

Melissa Starry, J.D.

This session will provide a summary of the HIPAA rules, particularly
with respect to mental health information, and offer practical suggestions for complying with the privacy and security rules, including
responding to subpoenas for records and providing information to law enforcement.
CEU CREDITS: 1.25
INTENDED AUDIENCE: Medical Staff, Administrators, CBRS, Counselors

Ignite Your
Leadership
PRESENTER:

Amanda Boardnax

Participants will gain
a deeper appreciation
for authentic leadership
qualities. Learn how an
individual can positively influence the people around
them to achieve individual,
team, and organizational
goals regardless of the
title or position held in an
organization. Learn about
whether leaders are born
or made; understand the
leadership crisis in organizations today and why
organizations need leaders
at every level; gain appreciation for learning agility
and why it has become
a key ingredient to leadership and organizational
success.
CEU CREDITS: 1.25
INTENDED AUDIENCE:
Supervisors, High Performers, Potential Leaders
THURS OCT 8 | SESSION 2
continued next page

THURS OCT. 8
SESSION 2

Treatment Selection and Intervention Planning

1:45 PM 3:00 PM

Explore the critical process of using information about client, context, and desired
outcomes to determine and outline a path for treatment, intervention selection,
planning for implementation and follow up to reduce problem behavior.

CONTINUED

PRESENTER:

Dr. Tyra Sellers, Ph.D., J.D.

CEU CREDITS: 1.25.
INTENDED AUDIENCE: Habilitative Interventionists, Habilitative Supports, Individuals
working with children.

THURS OCT. 8 | SESSION 3

3:15 PM -4:30 PM
Creating Synergy with
Style, Substance and
Words
PRESENTER: Kathie

Snow

What if our interactions with
others could result in greater
success for all? We can eliminate
frustration, fear, misunderstanding, anger, and other barriers
when we embrace improved communication, move beyond twodimensional thinking, and utilize
negotiation skills. Imagine the
possibilities when you create
synergy (and more allies in the
process). Try it, you’ll like it!
CEU CREDITS: 1.25
INTENDED AUDIENCE: Advocates,
Parents, Disability Organizations Everyone!

7 Seconds to Make a Positive
First Impression
PRESENTER:

Amanda Boardnax

Everybody knows how important
first impressions are to building
strong and long lasting relationships.
But not everybody knows that the
“first impression” is actually only a
seven second window upon first
meeting someone. Knowing important ways to
create positive first impressions and how to build
effective rapport in relationships is a critically professional skill. In this workshop, attendees will:
learn five key attributes for creating positive first
impressions; become skilled in building rapport
through becoming a great conversationalist; and
practice the “Law of Connection” when meeting
new people to build trust and rapport.
CEU CREDITS: 1.25
INTENDED AUDIENCE: Front Office Staff,
Receptionists, Marketing/Sales, General Audience

Help honor individuals and
organizations committed to
empowering our community

Suicide Prevention and
Intervention
(Part 2 of 2)
PRESENTER:

Kim Kane

See Description under Part 1
CEU CREDITS: 1.25

Evidenced Based
Training and
Supervision for
Professional Staff
PRESENTER: Dr.

Ph.D., J.D.

Tyra Sellers,

This training outlines the
components necessary to
develop supervision systems.
You will also learn the ingredients necessary to provide
high quality supervision that
increases the positive culture
and addresses performance
issues.
CEU CREDITS:1.25
INTENDED AUDIENCE:
Supervisors

Make your nominations today at www.idahopchs.com/c2c-awards-2015
Nominations accepted until August 21st!
Building Bridges award recognizes an individual, organization, or business that understands the value of inclusiveness in a community and works to enhance the individual
perspectives and contributions of all community members.
Opening Doors award recognizes an individual, organization or business who
has been instrumental in increasing opportunities for individuals with disabilities to
access their community.

Plays Well with Others award honors an individual, organization or business
that has shown outstanding leadership by bringing together community partners to
enhance the lives of individuals with disabilities.
Lifetime Achievement award honors a single individual nearing the end of
their career or retired for his or her lifetime contribution to enriching the lives of
individuals with disabilities. The recipient of this award embraces the values of
inclusion, collaboration and advocacy.

Commitment to
Community Awards
will be presented at the
Friday luncheon during
the conference on
October 9th.

FRIDAY OCTOBER 9, 2015
FRIDAY OCT. 9

9:00 AM 10:30 AM

Welcome and Opening Keynote

Poverty, Care Management and the Social Determinants
of Health: How to Provide Quality Care in Resource
Contained Environments

PRESENTER: Dr. Ted Epperly FAAP, MD
CEU CREDITS: 1.5. INTENDED AUDIENCE: Everyone

FRIDAY OCT. 9 | SESSION 1

10:45 AM - 12:00 PM
Family Training
PRESENTER: Dr.

Tyra Sellers, Ph.D., J.D.

(Part 1 of 2)
These trainings will focus on building
productive clinical relationships with
families; identifying when the therapeutic relationship is damaged and how to
repair; how to incorporate the family in
goal identification and setting; and strategies for incorporating the family into the
therapeutic sessions and training the family
to implement strategies for generalization
and long-term maintenance.
CEU CREDITS: 1.25
INTENDED AUDIENCE: Parents, Clinical
Staff, Service Coordinators, Developmental
Specialists

Employment
Outcomes
Fundamentals
PRESENTER:

Kris Kennedy, M.A.,
C.R.C.
(Part 1 of 2)
This session emphasizes working effectively with candidates who have barriers to
employment. The linkage between candidate preparation and a more inclusive
baseline for employability will be introduced. Learn about a system connecting
motivation to work with superior job development strategies, skills and techniques
that is easy to understand and to implement. The Enhancing Employment Outcomes System will be applied to vocational
rehabilitation system’s needs for attendees
to see solutions that resonate with their
situations.
CEU CREDITS: 1.25
INTENDED AUDIENCE: Employment
Specialists, Employment Mentors,
Vocational Rehabilitation Staff, Employers,
Slef Advocates

Reclaim the Day Time Management
PRESENTER:

Jana Kemp

Tired by Tuesdays? Wish you
could get more done each
day? Join internationally
recognized author and speaker Jana
Kemp for ways to save minutes, minimize
interruptions, maximize interactions, and
reclaim your day!

CEU CREDITS: 1.25
INTENDED AUDIENCE: General Audience - All

Building a Real Team

PRESENTER: Dennis Morrow,
M.A.Ed, MBA

Managers and supervisors often rush
headlong into trying to function as a team
without a framework to build on. This
workshop provides a structural model for
answering key questions that apply to any
team. This workshop is valuable for anyone in your organization who is called on
to work in a “team” setting, particularly
supervisors/managers who are responsible for team leadership. Participants will
leave knowing how to create an effective
team, how to facilitate an ongoing team,
and how to correct when a team goes off
course.

The Ethics of
Touch
PRESENTER:

David Hingsburger

The studies of the abuse
of people with intellectual
disabilities by support
workers suggest that maybe we need to develop
boundaries in care provision. This highly interactive
session will look at establishing healthy boundaries
within agencies between
those who provide care and
those who receive care.
Care providers are thrown
into a confusing relationship with those in care:
Are we friends? Are we
family? This workshop
will look at everything
from the type of hugs
which are acceptable in
care to how we identify
ourselves and our relationship to those in care.
CEU CREDITS: 1.25
INTENDED AUDIENCE:
Direct Care Providers, Self
Advocates

CEU CREDITS: 1.25
INTENDED AUDIENCE: Supervisors, Human
Resources, Directors

Creative Collaboration
PRESENTER:

Kathie Snow

Waiting lists, budget cuts, too many people to serve!
Even under the best of circumstances, the service
system and disability organizations cannot meet the
needs of all. But, when disability and non-disability
organizations collaborate, extraordinary outcomes are
possible! This presentation is for agencies and organizations.

CEU CREDITS: 1.25
INTENDED AUDIENCE: Disability Organizations, Parents, Advocates

FRIDAY OCT. 9

AWARDS PRESENTATION LUNCHEON

12:00 PM 1:15 PM

FRIDAY OCT. 9

Family Training
PRESENTER:

Dr. Tyra Sellers

(Part 2 of 2)

See Description under Part 1.
CEU CREDITS: 1.25
INTENDED AUDIENCE: Parents,
Clincal Staff, Service Coordinators,
Developmental Specialists

Customize the Job:
How to Create Jobs
from Scratch
PRESENTER: Kris

C.R.C.

Kennedy, M.A.,

(Part 2 of 2)
Customizing the Job will emphasize the demand side of the supply/
demand – candidate preparation/
job market penetration – equation.
The assumption that skill competency
is the only key to employment will be
challenged. The idea that there are
other ways to get a job than through
traditional work competencies will be
explored. How to get the employer
to change the job order to meet the
candidate’s competencies and still
meet the needs of the job will be
taught.
CEU CREDITS:1.25
INTENDED AUDIENCE:
Employment Specialists, Employment
Mentors, Vocational Staff, Employers

Transitioning and Integrating
Evidence-Based Health Care
in Idaho

PRESENTER: Dennis J. Woody, Ph.D.
CEU CREDITS:1.25
INTENDED AUDIENCE: Mental Health
Providers

1:45 PM - 3:00 PM
The Role of Courts in Ensuring
Care
PRESENTER:

James Piotrowski, J.D.

In its March 30th decision
in Armstrong v. Exceptional Child, the United States
Supreme Court held that
providers (and, by implication,
beneficiaries as well) may not
turn to the courts for help in
requiring that states live up to the minimum
legal terms of the Medicaid statute. As
the representing/ arguing attorney in this
landmark case, Mr. Piotrowski will lead a
discussion on the role of litigation in the
years ahead, when to rely on the courts
(and when not to), and legal resources
available to Idaho’s disabled individuals,
their families, and their care providers.
CEU CREDITS: 1.25
INTENDED AUDIENCE: Advocates, Administrators, Owners, Disability Organizations

Sexuality and People
with Intellectual
Disabilities
PRESENTER:

David Hingsburger

When disability and sexuality
intersect, attitudes often collide. This session will look at
the facts and the myths of
sexuality and people with intellectual disabilities. The session will use humor and both
sexual terms and sexual slang
may be used. It’s a fast and
fun way to learn a lot, in a
short period of time, about
sexuality … and about how it
applies to people with disabilities.
CEU CREDITS: 1.25
INTENDED AUDIENCE: Direct
Care Providers

Creating Community with Natural Supports
PRESENTER: Kathie Snow

Isn’t it time for people with disabilities to move from clienthood, isolation, and
dependence on the system to citizenship, inclusion, and interdependence in
the community? It can happen when we use the abundant supply of natural
supports and generic services in our communities to meet people’s needs
while simultaneously ensuring their inclusion!
CEU CREDITS: 1.25
INTENDED AUDIENCE: Everyone!

Speaker Biographies and
Detailed Course Descriptions
Speaker biographies, and complete course descriptions are available online at the Idaho Partnerships
Conference website. Click on the Schedule link to
view links to each session and speaker biographies.

www.idahopchs.com/schedule

REGISTER BY SEPTEMBER 12TH
FOR EARLY BIRD SAVINGS!
With two days packed with great keynote speakers, workshops and educational
sessions, you won’t want to miss this year’s
Idaho Partnerships Conference on Human
Services.
Sign up for the full conference (Thursday
and Friday) or attend for just one day (Thursday or Friday). We offer discounted rates for
parents, self-advocates and CFH providers.
Early Birds who sign up by September 12th
will receive the discounted rate. Please
register by October 1st.
REGISTER ONLINE:
http://www.idahopchs.com/register
Paper registration also available- see
form at back of this brochure or download
online.
Payment via PayPal, credit card and check
accepted.
Questions? info@idahopchs.com

BOOK YOUR
ROOM BY
SEPT. 16TH
FOR GROUP
RATE!

CONFERENCE LOCATION
THE RIVERSIDE HOTEL
2900 Chinden Boulevard | Boise, ID 83714
Book a room for Wednesday 10/7 or Thursday 10/8 at the group rate as
follows: Single Rate - $83 Double Rate - $98.

RESERVATIONS: 1-208-343-1871
Be sure to mention you are with the Idaho Partnerships
conference to get the group rate. Book lodging directly
with the hotel by September 16th to be guaranteed a
room at the above rates. After that date, reservations
will be accepted based on availability at the prevailing
rate.

ABOUT THE RIVERSIDE
The Riverside Hotel is Boise’s largest hotel
and convention center. Facilities include a
swimming pool, exercise room and several
restaurants and bar onsite. The Riverside
offers plenty of free parking and complimentary
airport shuttle.

DIRECTIONS
From I-84 take Exit 49 (City Center) to I-184 (the connector) and travel approx. 4 miles to Exit 3 (Fairview
Ave), then down through the traffic light and under
the overpass to your first left (Garden St). Continue
through the traffic light and around to the hotel on
your right.
For more information about The Riverside, visit:
http://riversideboise.com.

